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Abstract

This paper critically reviews selected studies in the area of reading com-
prehension in order to characterize the differential patterns that skilled
and unskilled comprehenders employ. The research reviewed is organized

into three broad LomponeMs: ta) decoding, 0)1 accessing the me;,ning of

single printed words, and (c text organization processes or obtaining mean-

ing from larger 1,..retchc.. of :ext. Results from various studies suggest
that good and poor comprehenders differ primarily in the first and third

components. Speculations are offered on the interrelationships between
these con:pone:vs and their effect on reading comprehension processes.
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A COMPARISON CF READING COMPREHENSION PROCESSES
IN GOOD AND POOR COMPREHENDERS

Roberta Is.lichnick Golinkoff

Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh

Although considerable research in reading has focused on various

aspects of the acquisition of that skill (e.g., Gibson, 1965), only within
the last several years have psychologists renewed their study of reading
comprehension, one of the more complex aspects of the reading skill.
Prior to the 14Os, when researchers such as Buswell (1920), Swanson
(1937). and Anderson (1,371 considered the purpose of reading to be the

extraction of meaning from the printed page, research in reading focused
on aspects of comprehension and paid relatively less attention to more
molecular problems like word idenication. Analyses of eye-movernent
patterns and oral reading errors produced characterizations of the good
arid poor con:prehender that are not often duplicated in contemporary re-
search. Without the thforeti..al underpinnings provided by generative
transformational grammar iChomsky, 1057, 10651 and its offshoots (e.g.,
Chafe. Fillmore. I at., t; I, early researchers were limited in interpre-
:ations o: their findings. Rnewd interest in readin2 comprehension is in
par: a res,:lt J. :he contr:bu!ion:; o!: theoretical 1in4uistics and psycholin-
gulstic resear,h., t-ociels been proposed to account for the

reading cr,rt:preitemsi:-,!: :or example, Eavanagh Mat-

.tingly, I 2i for H. proces;ses ir. language comprehension (see Carroll

Freedle. is possible that in the final analysis "there
is no singl, '..1 cf h, reading process:. as; Gibson anr: Levin (l975)

sugges:. these have derive(1 a set of principles that can
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encompass the many different types of text and task demands that the

reader encounters.

As in some other areas of psyc ho log y where one approach has been

to attempt :o understand the normal by studying, the abnormal, researchers
in the area of reading comprehension have much to gain by studying breal".-

downs in zomponents of the reading process. Comparative data on good

and poor comprehenders ntay tiltintately serve !wo purposes. First, such
data may guide the rese.-trc::er selcc: ir.;:e;-: 0:- pragmatic importance in

:he reading comprehension process. Lt. for example. good and poor corn-

prehenders diverge mostly at one or :wo components. researchers may
have a clue that :hose ,:orrtponents are rnore crucal than others in the read-

zomprehensiot process. Second, psycholo4ists interested in instruc-
tional applications of existing research n:ay be misled by looking at only

:he skilled comprehender. (1,,7S, ha written that the behaviors
:ha: characterize :he skilled performer rnay not nec es sa rily provide a good

model for instrticttbnal intervention. studying breakdowns in reading

corr.prehensla:;, he researcer may gain ft.irtti,:r insight int- the skill acqui-

siion prOL

nt3r:nna:ely, read:n.4 and readirf4 difficulty contains

brow: charw.::ert:-Of:ans if h problerrs of poor ,-c,rnprehenders or of

what , matnre r,adinc r.ornprchenslon. pr-sent paper attempts
nave contras:en readin4 c.ompre-

:.!n;ior. )ad and i!openlln.., :hi- ,7ontra.sti,... anay-

sis aih in .he elabc,:-.-n and r,fine:: en: exis:M2, ::,ode:s of the read-

ing compreh-osion process.

ihe perspec:ive In this paper o view readin_: ..omprehension as

:he ex:r.letion pf fron: prih:ed :exz. :n ord.::: :0 -7.:trw.t tht mean-

ing. !he meadcr aLde ur

:4econd, she rnns: acces,; he rreaninLts of those words in long-'ertr. skn:an-

rnetnory 7r) h wat; in whi,h hos, meanirj:4- are
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modified by context. Third, the reader must extract the relations specified
by the syntactic patterns between words and relate the resulting information

to her preexisting knowledge system. And in text, where information spans

sentential ho,inda ries, the reader must be capable of comprehending the

relations in discourse units (e. g. , paragraphs or chapters). While a list-

ing of these component s need not suggest that they form an invariant se-
quence. each component nonetheless plays a role in the acquisition of read-

ing skin and reading compreheni:ion. Thus, there are many potential

sources :or breakdown in the reading comprehension process. The litera-

ture on reading comprehension will be presented in three sections accord-

ing to the first three components just described: decoding, single word
meaning, and text organization. Following the review of the literature,

some general conclusions will be offered.

The Identification of Good and Poor Comorehenders

Traditionally, the way to identify good and poor comprehenders is to

administer a standarci7ed reading test, Reading tests can be divided into

four major types (Ntaurogenes. Winkley, Hanson, e. Vacca. 1074): The

firs:, the "Survey "Fest. is a group test that always includes a comprehen-

sion subtest and is often used by classroom teachers to get a picture of the

range of abilities in :heir clas,;es. !.!ost tests used in the research reported

here are of this type. The second type, the -Analytical Test," is also group
administered and contain, -otne diagnostic subtests in addition to survey

components. The third type, the Diaonostic Test, is administered indi-

vidually and is design...d !o analye disabilities. The 'Special Test, the

last type. is usually a .roitp test covering only one aspect of reading and

is used in idio,;vncraiic ways by the classroom teacher.

Dependi:%; .v,ri the agc ihe population. there is a variety of standard-

ch.,ose rorri. Typically. thee tests tap comprehension by
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having the individual answer multiple-c.hoiee questions following a selec-

tion (e.g.. the Iowa Silent Reading T,-st, the Nletropolitan Achievement
Testl or by having subjects read passages and then "fill-in-the-blanks" by
choosing from among a set of alternatives (e.g., Ciates-NlacGinitie). In the

research to be reported. subjects were most often given not just a reading
comprehension subtest. but the entire battery of subtests (e.g., vocabulary,
reading rate) that a particular reaUing achievement test contained. This is

important since apparently the ber-t ..vay to divide children on reading ability

is not by using subtest scores, but through the use of overall scores. Ac-

cordi,g to Parr and Anastasiow sufficient validity has not been

obtained. by and large. for the subtests of the popular reading achievement
tests designed for the elementary level. However, when tests as a

are taken -as a global measure of reading behavior, they are excel-
lent in !hat they give a reliable and valid estimate of the achievement range
of children in a class in comparison 0) a larger group" (Farr ~ Anastasiow,

p. 471. Split-half on the reading comprehension subtests
of five popular instruments (California Reading, :;ates-Niacc1initie, Iowa
Silent Re:tding, Metropolitan Achievement, Stanford Achievement) ranges

front . 77 .) . Anastasiow, 1(4601. As of reliability coef-
ficient, had not heen goninuted at all for sorne of these subtests. Thus,

the most basic type 01 validityreliabilityhas not been adequately
established for ;:icse subtests.

Furthermc,re, given the varieci definitions of comprehension that
exist. it has been claimed that some con,prehension subtests assess spe-
cific skills such as following directions. noting specific facts, and making
inferences (e.g.. California Reading Testi, and others assess main ideas,
details. and specific word meanings (e.g., Nletropolitan Achievement).

hut. it is sonic-times the case that experienced teachers cannot identify
which items are designed to tap what skills ii,arr Anastasiow,

to aiitain this elementary sort of validity suems an important

4
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N)ne of the comprehension subtests of the five popular tests men-

tioned above has complete and satisfactory validity (Farr Anastasiow,

)

One serious problem with regard to validation has been studied by

l'uinman (1,,73). lie investigated the extent to which correct scores on

ttese tests can be obtained without reading the passages. Ile gave 600

students the questions without the accompanying passages and 1200 students

questions and passages. None of the tests he used (Nelson Reading Test,

California A, hievement Test, SRA or Science Research Associates Achieve-

ment S.,ries. Metropolitan Achievement (Elementary and Intermediate!,

Iowa Test of Pa.4ic Skills) "provided sufficient guarantees against answering

items on the basis of information other than that presented in the passage"

(p. 11w chance score on these tests was calculated at .25, whereas

the average probabilities of correct responses without the passage ranged

from .32 to .RO. Findings of this nature cast considerable doubt on the

validit% reading comprehension T ests and sugge,:t that prior knowledge

of the topics used may be a serious confound. Other factors that affect

both scores on these tests and their comparability are: (a) whether the

tests are timed. lb) whether the selection remains available when the sub-

ject is answering the question. Ic I the len,th of the selection, and (d1 prior
knowledge of the language structures used (Farr, 196°).

There is 0 q,:estion as t u whether reading comprehension tests are
measuring son:ething di:lerent fret:: verbal IQ. (ienerally, intelligence

tost scores correl;:te wit!, reading test scores (Farr. Ii,9), with a higher
curt-elation btween ,;erbal IC and rading scores than between nonverbal

10 and reading scores Hidge :-;troud, i:,:rthermorc. as chrono-
logical ago incr,a,o.s. correlations with reading scores increase, probably

beczcts, the :es! relv ire an reading an,d verbal skills. Itnt there

does not se::. to be s,:fficint evidence to conclude that rearling tests and

,,-.sts are rucas:ring :he same skills. While 10 tests are



helpi.ul in predicting rea(iing achievement, other factors such as aspects

at languae development and beginning reading knowledge are inure closely

related to success in learning to read iNlorrison, kosner, 1"71).

However. even when correlations as high as Sb result, it should be noted

that apprco,.ntately i of the variance remains nuaccounted for. What

probably does account for high correlations is Lae fact that many reading
tests involve s.pecific knowledge chat one could have gained prior to the

colmprehension test Lininnian. I tO and that the tests often inolve the

ability to make inferenccs and deductions (Carroll, 172l. Iii sum. it
seems tha: the skill; implicated in measuring 10 and in general reading

achievement do not completely overlap. Al:hong/I 10 scores can contLnue

to be used in a ros:; precliet reading achievement. othr factors
,;.pecificall.... involved in reading ;eery: mor closely related.

Given the problems associated with the assessment of reading com-
prehension. researchers may not be splitting their groups on identical

criteria. This is partly due to the fact that different reading tests stress

differen: aspects at comprehension skill. Thus, it should be kept in

mind w'..en reading hi review that there may not be one constellation of

skills that characterizes each of the groups under study. In fact, the
empirical literature is inconsistent about who is called a poor "reader'
and who is called a poor "comprehender." Li tht: di:finition of reading

used stresses the extraction (.1 f meanin4 from the printed pago, then being

a good reader is identical with being c good comprehentier. flowever, if

reading Is conceptualized as a word identit'ication task, then being a good
reader (decoder: is no: necessarily identical with being a good comprehen-

der. rnfortunatel!.., a:; Steiner. Wiener, and Cromer (11'71) have noted,
tmic:, of the reading literature fails ict define adequately ..vhich (or both}

thpse activities is meant by reading (p. F:0(). Since this author con-

sider; the purpose of reading to be comprehension (which may even Occur
in :he absence of :he identification cif each word), the term; ,00d and Loor



cornprehender will be used to stress the attainment of this ultimate goal of
the reading process. Further. since the standardized tests typically used
to as,ess comprehension do so in different ways, the instrument used to
select stWjects in hese studies is presented in Table 1. Although there is

some danger in gonerali;:ing across studies which may be dealing with slightly
different populations. patterns emerging frorn the data may prove useful for
lumre research.

Decoding and Reading Comprehension

in this review. decoding will be used to mean the ability to pronounce
the primed %V crd. Although they are perhaps not sufficient, adequate decod-
ing skills seen; to be necessary for reading comprehension to occur. Re-

searcher s have often noted the relationship between poor reading compre-
hension and poor decoding skills (e.g., huswell, 1920; Fairbanks, 1937).
However. !he way in which decoding skills affect text comprehension is
still !.:nclear. .1-he results of a study by Clay and Imlach (1970 suggest

that poor decoding skills hamper the procean whereby the reader chunks
text into .,:nits lar:4er than the single word. Children who had been reading

for 2 1 ' 2 years wre distributed into four groups from low to high based
on the quantity ispeed) and accuracy (decoding errors) of their oral reading,
and not on comprehension scores. Not surprisingly, the best decoders
(the bi.zhest g roltp) seemed to r,ad in "syntactic chunk:;- with 4.7 words
pe stress.

Perfet ti and lio_!aboam examined Cr.(- docodinl; capabilities of

a gi-o:p of ood and poor comprehendors in a way that separated the decod-
ing process froni text comprehension and t.tocabulary skills. Their sub-
jects' task zest press a button which stopped a ',inter whi_n they were

ready to corre'll..- pronounce a ta..:histoscopically presented work. Laten-

cies to ;11. .7)..'t,)n press and errors wore recorded. Re:-;u1N, indicated that

When the f:n.tinencv of a stimulus word was .ni...;11, the good and poc,r compre-

henders in the third and fifth g rade hzu: similar reco.gnition latencies and

1 0



Tvib le 1

Summary of Criteria for Subtect Selection in the Studies Reviewed

1n...est:gator
Subjects' Grade
Level in Sc:houa Sl.r IOu Mstruirieilt Criteria

Clay & tmlach 09711

Perfetti & Hogaboarn
(1975)

Go !inf.:off & Rosinski
(in press)

Cromer (1970)

Fairbanks 119371

Swanson 11937,

Weber 119701

Sterner, Weiner, &
Cromer (1971)

Boswell 119201

Anderson & Swanson
(1937)

Denner 119701

2

3 and 5

3 and 5

Junior College

College freshmen

C.,llegif freshmen

1

5

?rid iiiaite.4
year, ot

None Four groups from low to high based
on accuracy plus speed score in oral
reading

Reading sutdest of
Metropolitan Achieve
ment Test

Reading subrest of
Metropolitan Achieve
merit Test

Educational Testing
Service Cooperative
English Test of
Reaging Comprehension

Iowa Silent Reading
Test

lowa Silent Reading
Test

Word Kdow ledge, Word
Discrimination, and
Reading Subtests of
Metropolitan Achieve
ment Test

Unnamed standardized
test

William S. Gray's Oral
Reading Paragraphs
used up to 6th grade

College treshmen Iowa Silent Reading
Test

Percentile ranks.
Good 76-91, Sth013- 95.
Poor: 3rd-4-26, 5th--15-30

Average grade equivalent score.
Good: 3rd.4.25; Sth-7 09.
Poor: 3rd..2.23; Sth3.59.

Deficit group: Vocabulary and read.
ing below grade level.
Difference group: Average vocabu.
lary, low reading.

Good: Above 90th percentile,
Poor: Below 10th percentde.

Good. Above 90th percentile.
Poor: 30th percentile and below.

Good Above 90th percentile.
Poor At or below grade level.

Good At or above grade level
Poor. At least 1'/, years below
grade level.

7th grade and on- teacher selection.

Good: Above 90th percentile.
Poor: Below 10th percentile.

Head Start, 1, None Teacher selection-"average" and
5 "reading problems."

1 1
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Invectgato,

Tabie I

Sublet:Ts Grade
Level In School Selection Instrument Criteria

Willows 11974) 6

Oakan. Weiner, &
Cromer 1971)

5

Matz & Rohwer (Note 2) 4

GatesMacGinitie Read
ing Achievement and
predicted reading
achievement based on
10

Unnamed standardized
test

None

Anderson (1937) College freshmen Iowa Silent Reading
Test

5 Durrell-Sullivan Test

Kennedy & Weener 3 Metropolitan Achieve-
(1973) rnent Test

Cromer & Weiner
1966)

Levin (1971, 1973) .4 Iowa 1 est of Basic
Skills

Good: Reading score was 4 or more
points greater than predicted level.
Poor: Reading score 4 or more
points below predicted level.

Good: At or above grade level.
Poor: At least 1'.5 years below
grade level.

Low vs. high SES blacks.

Good: Average scores.
Poor: Below 25th percentile.

Good. Grade level.
Poor: 2 years below grade level

All below grade level.

Good: At or above grade level in
vocabulary and comprehension.
Poor: Deficit-2 years below grade
level in vocabulary; 2 years below
in comprehension.

Difference-at grade level
in vocabulary; 1 year in compre-
hension.
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errors. Or; iess frequent -words, thc .good i.umprellynders were

,antly taster than the p,...or ..:ompre' enders. tinbjects. vocalizaticai latcn-

,ies m,c also . amt,a red :.,r1 wor0., whose Theanitn.; they l,.new and worn,

who-, meanin,...- they did not le.nov,.. dift'ercnce between the known anti

tir.known words :or ::on.prelienders was not sntinfii ant. Poor corn-

pri.hender ,ver. 1,,,r.L;er Linncies on

..tnn twtt than on r-n..wn .liffereni- on familiar and tonamiliar

....-crts th, r latained T14.1!,,, :1,, 'A Poor orhpr-
henders too'K si.tattitaan'ly in;. TAI:sfl did ..lood Corn-

prehona, e.idit....! nonsense and nnfarniliar words (which may as well

n, nonsense) nctual i,tvoarently t'orc es the reader to apply her

most tn./ st rat,ities o call!d

", n. an.prn, nt.lers their interior ilecoding

tin pressl also 'hat comprehenders

posset -e,i Third- at,d -ubjects

re Id t.sts. .ontained nonsens ary;:,

vt.,1!'n ,A , !".; and or.o. cont.nned con,-

rnon fi -sts.t.rad- le w.o-d-. `-t.'hen tne time reqnire hy the hood and poor

anpre..enders ', !- cl ea. thtse compared. i.and that

..tood and . tiy trot eitter oh the tin", to decode . onniaon

iLrs.:-...,rade level ward,. poor .ortiprehtioiers tpok altrost
twn. Ian.; s :he .-.r.preiteneors to de, ode the CVC: tri.tram-,

rot-act-Is ;1,7-1 re sul-, loi! , -HE ea and poor eomprehen-

de: al 1> ,liffer on decod;n4 t'rother stil:oliiided the poor read-

c,nnpreltenders into Iwo one :h.: deficit. .zroup and the

other he ,;1ffe, r vn.- 4., 2 no) ord= ori,r, member, ot the defi-

cit 2 r.''7) and pos.siltly decodin.4 althouith they

,,ter,ot r- eX'. rra L4ful units. -1.0 diffsrence 4roup, on

the el'er r - voca-nulart: hn comparison with



...eers) and rb-tedin..... but :ail, to read xt units larger than
the ,ingle ).).ord. Hirtng the t tturse of an experiment designed to evaluate

text organiz.ational patterns, ( romer recorded tone to de-
, ttde ,ind de: ,d,m: errors under different text p-esentation conditions. In

the ton tio. words appeared one at a time falthot.oh still in text),
the iire readors lid not differ in the nt:mher of decoding error:-

T..:!.. However, the detirit took ,igniticantly more time to
drce,d, di.:ter:,, whIch took sionificantly more time than

reader PL.,11 konl!rol,. Finis, when a sensitive time measure,
than :be 3.:Cur:,cy ntea,-tre is used, even the difference grollp may

decodino difficulties. Iliese sm,lies, in combination with some others

(e.g. , I' airbanks. 107I I, suggest

that poor on,prebenders have lifficulty decoding unfamiliar words and
dec,ide ).t.or,. more than .zood corpreherviers, Purin4
actual 7.x Nadln..!. wh,7: oft, ar, available, it mi,bt be assumed
:hit the n.:r.ber oding error:- p, (otriprehender, make wouId

net:: r. viewed su4gests that tins may not be

Poor ,,n iret.enders' I:eiodin. Errors,

st, tItat poor romprehentiers
!line th-C rh than ,g,ort

la t vI.t error- these

, , ' 2)-. eye ..rrttr- 0,,(1

oT!-pre.: ,12-d Pt- t ollege
'Ape, e: tto::7'd 1,, t, ,tod :or 1:-.)mpr,,tionstor

the ex: - poor , :ireio-nd--- e:e-

) ;

1. At



of the poor reader,' u,ilt-ititati,n; ,rrort, -,criol;,4 per%erzed the paanin,..,
thu passa,e, r,a -ubstitut ion road, by tha uotinrior ;ro:up wa:- ot that

nt). t-'441, -;ortd contprehenthru corroctid their error, It' of

ti, tin-, au, curt-,,,,,; the '011, pk,or omprcia.m1,rs. rhos,

t"tn tur,'tacnder-. Iream1.2. uhrtourt ion errors and corri-eted

,e ' p.)01- ompreherlder,. aka.

rop.rtod ;It it ,..ttip -Her, tnctah th,ny decotitn4 errors cind

r:r, compreIder,.

Appar...ntiv the,- err,ir vpe, are iharac:cri-ti, ;4uod and poor

cotoor,d u. Iva road, ,V,her 11;n)

:ars; !rad,r readm." -rrors trtn--: their approt.t

nos, ort cedm2, 1. fin:nd Ifia/ r ornp

der: r'ole ot:inu,,, error,- titan utood .on.prehentier-, rnuore,,

the ;41),,,I CtIn.)r,Hrvi.cr, pant:o..d l,tor cur le: .-tatut: orreczeo co. he

error- that c- unf,rrn:ori to the treantn:!, the ,:ernenco ont sort-cc-NA of

ne noa" rit--,torton :1; Poor cotnprehentle-, re,ponded -irnt-

1-irlv orror,, let:tri,_ 4o on, orre, Iec, thay cot--

re, t,": ttiv nu-antn:, dIstor"o.r. error,. ,00d coinprellend,ru:

,r: vv-a. .1- IV error, !h, noor that r!nrttrted.

,er,:rc, 'ypc eap:0,1:p.: error, reported in :1.16i,

ulnu, pt,or tuntprenen r- rcaulinc, problems

n.a",' : ,r,t, it n:av 'boor craprt-
henc:ers ot1';entional ,11andib s wh..V., ?table ol oral road-

-r es. and, t)ev n-ov lacit -:ratocns tor fintitn4 the error
t.ha' ittatunz. Fut...Jr aontpreiwnder, thay freqently

vvt.r 't,t -entence ;mnr,nialou,

H n! ,71

t-ther, anc: vort,er i titsiu.Intd, ;,

r.z, ic od ins! error, nbadt ii1111-2tra,:., poor

tnturotl-,-..-:.r,. ood ant: Door trror,, wiro



compared on ih,cel stories about which they had been given advance infor-

ma:i In in the :'ortz. summary. Good comprehenders made a moan of

2. 1 le cothit.. e:;rors withou: advance information and an incr.-ased number

(3 041..,ith ad-cance iftormation. They also were more likely to orrect

their initial c'ecooing error:: when they had advance information. On the

oti,er hand, poor comprehend<irs trade a :;innilar mean number of or

with flr.. 921 and without (10. -2.) advance information and were not more

likely to corrct these errors when they know what t'ne story was about.

"r" three smdtes mentioned above (l'airbanks. 1°37: Steiner et al.,

:
assessed decoding errors during oral reading. Would

the same ,,ort-; it errors occur during silent roadmn,z buawell l°21) found

that t.t, trtpped over the same dif,..cult words in oral and silent read-

ing. At n. on an," Swanson (10371 studied the correspondence between eye

moveme: s during oral and silent reading and found much -ti.inilarity. flow-

evor, poor comproheners' eye nroven:ent showed groater correspondence

in or;i1 and silent reading did good comprehenders' eye movements.

Poor continue lal,orious word-by-word reacting,

even when reading silently. ,00d comprohonders skipped words and road

more Quickly during silem readin :hus, it is likely that poor compre-

henderc-, wo!.1d !make similar errors :n oral and silent reading. Good com-

pr -Lenders' ,rrors. howov,m, vary more depending on the task.

lr. he ....-tdence suggest, that noor oomprehemiers niay po,sess

Mac:equate decodin2 test, using single words in i

or textual ebo ions find 'ha: poor ,Lon,preh...,n,rs make more decoding

err.:.irs than g.,d ,.-,..tntmehenders. And, neri;,o- more imercstimglv, the
character at poor .--tnprehenert decadtn.g rrors may differ from the
type that g.00d lender,: .fr.a.r7l,. Poor comprehenders are more likely

than 4opc!. otno r.- to nroduce -rnnr vat do not conform to the

meaning sele, an'f to fail to gorrec th-ir :nappropriate errc,r..
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Finally. poor comorehewiers decwiing error, are not likely 10 decrease
when they are i y c n advance information about Ow pa;sage.

It is passible that there are sonic poor co.:1prchenders who possess
adequate decoding skills, although this ,,,roup may be rare. (..ioodman (1973)

1.a, argued that r...medial reading classes are filled with youngsters . . .

wno can sound out words but 4et little meanin4 from their reading- (p. 491).
nese readers may lack the self-generated skills needed to perceive text

in meaningful units. Althou4h paragraph indentation and punctuation are

undoubtedly I:elpful in segmentin,g text ((lay t.imlach, 1"71 ), they must

:Fuppl,trnnted by the reader's own activity on the incoming test. In the

next sec:ion. one way in which poor decodin.: may hinder text comprehen-
ion will be examined.

Word :\leanin. and Reading Comprehension

I: was stated earlier that text comprehension relies upon the decod-
in rec,..)gnition of individ.lal word., the access of :he meaning of those

words it. 1.,ng rtr. ,.eritantic th,:unory. and the extraction of the relations

betweyn words. i, irnportan- to deternttne whether problems in dccoding
can aff,,ct acce,s of w ird

ProlAtIn' itt docodinc tnav affect the reading comprehension process
in one of :wo -vavs: They it ttv disrupt the reader's :4earch for the meaning
of individual word, . or they may hamper the extraction of the relations
specified between words by a rho..c indirect process, for example, by over-
loading short-ternt memory. I'nfortunately. few s;tudies have sought to dis-
entanle pro'olonis in the organi.tation of text from problems in the access
of individual word meanings. It i possible that text organization problems
are the result of !he reader failing to obtain the meaning of the individual
words as --:he reads. Studies in this section have examined good and poor

Indersanditu of individual printed word meanings.
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Results from .1 study employing logograph:.--abstract geometrical
symbols that sta:td for wordsmay indicate that poor comprehenders do
not have diffi,ulty with the notion that a syrr.bol can stand fer a word mean-

ing. When taught that a logugraph stood for a meaning, children who had

difficeit learning to read and Head zitart children considered to be likely
..xperien,.e reading failure could easily act out the meaning of individual

lo4o4raphs (Denner, l970). However. when asked to act out the rneanin;

uf a sequence of logoeraphs (s'Ich as a symbol for anct,her for over,

and une for bookl. the children having reading difficulty ,roralnued to treat

each symbol as a separate entity unmodified by the symboi, arcund it.
Even though this study suggests that single word meaning may not be a

problem in principle for the poor comprehender, 'reading" logographs is

not the sante as reading words.

Ciolinkoff and Bosinski (in press) tested whether poor comprehenders

could acces tiw meaning of single printed words. They presented third-

and fifth-grade good and poor comprehenders with a series of picture-
word interference tasks and with a timed ,,et. of decoding tests. The inter-

ference required that subjects label .20 pictures aloud as fast as they
could and i_tnore the words (or trigrams) that had been superimposed on

the pict;:res. Pc.or .ottlpre:ienders took aigni1icant1') more time than ,_,00d

comprehenders to complet. eli tne interference tasks. However, the rela-

tiye differences between interference tasks were identical for both groups.
All children ook significantle more time, and thus experienced significantly
more semantic interferen,e from the meaning of real words than from the

nonsense trigrams. .Itus, although the good and poor comprehenders dif-

fered in decoding ahility, they werc not distinguishable on the amount of
semantic interference they experienced from the meanings of single printed

words. This finding may imply that decoding and semantic access skills

are indeneeden processes to some extent. being a poor decoder may not

inter:t'r. wiL oittaining a word`,-; meaning. The pick-up of :Angle word
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meaning may be an almost automatic process as soon as minimal decoding
skills are attained (Rosinski. Golinkoff, & Eukish, 1075).

It is possible. however, that poor comprehenders have other prob-
lems at the single word level. Perhaps inadequate decoding skills cause

poor comprehenders to fail to note the subtle shades of single word mean-

ing as they are signaled by text. Buswell's (1920) experiment with text-

embedded ambigAities may be interpreted to provide support for this possi-

bility. Poor comprehenders were t'ar more likely to mispronounce ambigu-
ous words (such as clothing "tears' or crying "tears") as they encountered

them in text reading. It is possible that longer decoding times do not per-

mit the reader to anticipate which n caning and pronunciation the text im-

plies.

in sum, the pour cumprehender may readily obtain the meaning of

common printed words. Golinkoff and Rosinski's experiment needs to be

done with less familiar words (although still in the child's aural vocabulary)
to determine if decoding deficiencies hamper the extraction of individual

word meaning on harder words. Longer decoding times may also hamper
the poor comprehen.ier from selecting the right meaning for a word when

that w.,rd is presetted in text.

:ext Organization and Reading Comprehension

In order to study the acquisition of the reading skill, l3uswell (1920)
produced a classic ri.0no.,r?.:-h on text organization and comprehension. He
traced the development of He -eye-voice span" (EVS) and the way in which

the EVS in oral reading was related to the recognition of meaning in silent

reading. The FIVS is the number of words or letter spaces that visual

processing is ahead of aural reading. EVS has been assessed with eye

movement photography coordinated with ...oice keys or by simply asking

the -,t;hiert to tell what she saw after a text Ole was reading wa, made un-
availahl... for example. by turning out the light or placing a card on the
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text I.e. sri 'turner. 1. ruswell selected good and poor oral readers

at eau!: grade f rani the second through the tourth year of college. Subjects'

eye movements were photographed as they road both aloud and silently. At

various paints in tin: ,-;,..ntenc, (within meaningful RaraLtraphst, the position

of the cyc in relation to what the voice was saying was assessed. Subjects

were urged to read naturally and to try to remember the thoughts well
oni.o..t.h to he able to explain what they had read. While I'iuswell did not

actually a.:sess comprehension, the focus of his research and the model of
reading he developed was concerned with the extraction of nieaning from

printed text. Ile noted time and again that poor oral readers seemed to
have difficulty with comprehension as evidenced by their inability to use

sentential seli,Lt the correct pronunciation of an ambiguous word.

Several findings distinguished good troni poor comprohonfiers.

the length of Evs corrllahsr.l with reading ability, with the better corn-
prehenders having the wider 1:;\'S in.,..-A.use they rnade :ewer and briefer

fixation pauses. Across ...rade,. the EVS for good comprehendors was
11.s letter spaces (about 2 words I, bnt the EVS for poor comprehenders

was 7 letter spacos (.1 littli orerc !hap one word). Fewer and briefer

fixatia.n nause meant that the good con-prehenders wore not actually read-
ing each and every word but using context to spced tip cord recognition.

The -,Ibiects with wider It.VS- n'.orc often gave expressive oral presenta-
tions, Fa:swell rniod, since they an opportunity to z,nticipate and inter-

pret 11,. Cr., in larger nnits. Second, the width of the

I-VS at the end of the se:,tenie distin4-rishod between the groups. For good

Lomprehenders, the -itrank am the end of thc sentence indicating that

they hail ncr is- i be the cnd of a ,:mt naaning. Poor comprohen-

dors' F',.s siairter at the end ot a senten,e. '; he :act that liuswell

found Yattte.tidn t different po.nt, 1mm ilo sottten, :or .t.j0d i omprehon-

ders, rroH:,:- L'in it ;:f:,',rtnt points in to.. ansed hirc to obser.a.
by Mot:gilt unn s' and ..tvar not n.i.roly -a matter
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of the me,:hanics of hook construction" (p. F,n). Thus, good comprehenders

exhibit evidence that they trat sentences as units of moaning, whereas for

poor comprehenders,

The whole process is a more or less monotonous repetition
of words as they are encountered. The eye moves along at
a regular rate and the voice follows. The end of a sentence
creates no special disturbance for it is passed over with
little attention. (p.

Third, fluswell noted that the nature of good and poor comprehenders'

regressive eye movements differed, if the fixation right before the regres-

sive movement was considered. Good comprehenders' regressive eye

movements occurred mostly after the eye had made a long jump ahead, but

poor comprehenders' regressions occurra more frequently within the

same word. This suggested that poor comprehenders were unable to use
inter-word redundancy to help them read single words: they found it neces-

sary to see word de;ails befcre they could recognize th,m. Good compre-

benders, on the other hand, had developed a scan-for-meaning strategy
and backtracked unly .fter they had been unsuccessful in g rasping the mean-

ing of a larger segntem of tcxt. Fuswell considered the latter pattern to

he more efficient ant: dvanced than the word-by-word reading of poor corn-

prehenders,

Apparently. the good comprehender reads in large units, utilizing

information between (and within) words to enable her to minimize frequent

fixation pauses and word-by-word decoding. Good and poor comprehender .

appeared concerned. with different aspects of the reading process: The good

comprehenders attempted to gain meaning from what they read: the poor

comprehenders seemed more concerned with word identification. The con-

temporary studies cited be/ow will provide support for the characterization

of good and poor comprehenders that Buswell developed in 1 92,O.
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The Unit s of R eadiag_

What are these larger units" that good comprehenders read in?

Researchers using single sentences or sentences in -paragraphs" of unre-

lated sentences have claimed that the phrase is the unit of .reading (Levin

Eaplan, 1070; 1.<vin Turner, 1 Schlesinger, 196SL Apparently,

surface stnicture phr ise boundaries serve to organize text in the same

way that they affect :wral sentence perception (Fodor lc.465; Suci,

lor,id. Separating sentences into phrases would be a way for the reader or

sentence processor to organire text into grammatic al and semantic units.

Cuer for phrase structure are sometimes given by punctuation in reading

and, perhaps, by prosodic cues in speech. The information the reader

(or listener) uses to perform this parsing is still unclear.

ILwtive r it may be too strong a statement to argue that the phrase

is the unit of reading (Volers, 171). While the phrase may be favored,

it is more likely that -phrases, clauses, or whole sentences are the units
and !he rc,ognition of the complete meaning must be in a liquid state during
the reading process, h.ung subject to ,:ontinual change and being held in
the mir.d in a tentative fashion until the end of the unit of thought is reached"

p. 1011. The highly skilled comprehender. in other words,

will ,.se the largest unit she can to accomplish her purpose and gain mean-

ing from text (Gibson Levin. h:olers, 10711.

Results of a s'udy on sixth-grade good and poor cornprehenders also
sest that the phrase may be too small a unit to reflect the way a skilled

ctantorehencler operates on text. Willows (1°74) used Neisser's /)

selective readin_t technique to examine the deployment of attention during

oral reading. ir Ihe selective condition, subjects were presented with a

double-spaced typed ir black ink. lietween the lines of that story

were sequences at' ixr.rds that related to the main story typed in red ink.

Subiecs were instructed to read the relevant story abaud and to ignore the

interlinear niaterial. Willows reasoned ;hat placing similar content to the



relevant sdury hetween the lino:. would affe,: riacling performance of the

relevan: She expected that pour comprehenders would be more SOS-

ceptible than ,:oud comprehenders to the influence of the interlinear ma

terial, sinit, her was :hat the inadequate development of selective

attention was a major co.use of reading problems. In thy control condition,

,;-.1.);eyts received the passages double-spaced ino interlinear material) and

typed in blaeS ink. .7he ciepenc!ent variables %yore decoding errors, read-

ing time, and scores multiple-choice test of reading comprehension,

rho dist:actors in this test contained one wron4 answer from the inter-

linear material.

Results inicated, a.,; mi,:tht be predicted, that the poor omprehen-

tiers made more decodin4 L.rrors on the control and ,elective stories and
took louger to read both stories and to answer the comprehension questions.
.1"he poor comorehenders also made more nonintrusion comprehension

errors distractor a within the storyi. However, counter to predic-

ion, the poor comprehenners made significantly fewer intrusion compre-
hension 4.rror- ;i.e. , material from between the linest than the good com-

prehend,!rs,

e oc,(:. eoil-nr,.henclers seemed to be more vulnerable to the mean-

imta interlin,;:,::Y.aterial: the poor comprehenders were more affected
Cr.° physlk:t: pr,senc, of the lines and little affected by tne relevant inter-

linear rneanin4s. faet that the competing meaning.: affected the good

compre.tlender aug:,:est,-, that they had developed a scan-for-meaning pat-

tern. perhaps having autornati:ted their basic decoding skills to be handled

preattentively- e. Samuels, N,isser, Note I), Thus,

although some 1-i...search su4at!tits !hat good ct,niprohenders concentrate on

phrase units as !hey read, Willows' results portray the 400d comprehender
engated in a more active samplin4 procedure, even to the extent of being

unable to ignore relevant interlinear material outsid, phrase or sentence

Uol:ndaries. Anv characteri:tation of good , :oprehender that stresses
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an orderly nr04res,:ion through phrase units would probably be missing

the mark since sampling from other areas in text occurs at the same time.

3' sttn4 a :,.tudel of Poor Comorehensio

A program of research inititated by Weiner and Cromer assumes,

as did some of the classic research ce. g., Buswell, 192M), that sonic poor

comprehenders are readin,:, in a word-by-word fahion (Cromer, 1970:

Oakan. Weiner, e. (Tromer, 1'1;71; Steiner et al., 1971). These authors

(Cromer, 1970: Weiner & Cromer, 1967) suggest that the empirical litera-

ture in the area of reading difficulty has accounted for such difficulty with

one of four models:

1. The defect modelSome nont'unction or disfunction
sensory impairment) caused reading problems,

deficit modelAn absence of some function or ability
which must be presen! before good reading can occur (e.g..

...ocabulary

disruption model--Son:c interterence (e.g., anxiety
or hyperemotionalismi prevents adequate reading.

difference model--A mismatch between the individual's
mode of responding and the pattern of responding assumed

necessary for adec.iate readin.,:,. These readers read text

word by word rat!,-; than in ..vord .4roup:; cCromer, 19701.

t::ese researchers have rait.ed tiie key issue of whether poor
comnrei-,enders may nos,ess suft.icient decodine skills and still not com-

prehend text (Cromer, 1070 In addition, !hey have tested the notion that

Poor cornpr,henf:ers :nay have some 4eneral deficit in language compre-

hension .4kills ,C,Ahan -,-1L
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In a study designed to test the difference and deficit models, Cromer
(19701 found that 2, oI comp r indrs read in at least phrase-size units
and poor comprehenders tend to read word by word. The difference model

implies that some compre:ienders who can decode well habitually organize

text in some nonoptimal word-by-word manner. Thus, the difference

groups' comprehension scores should increase when text is organized for

thorn. The deficit group, possC.8sing inadequate vocabulary skills, should

not be helped by experimenter-produc ed text organization.

Cromer separated junior college students into four matched groups:

two roups Of poor comprehenders (difference and deficit) and one group

of good comprehenders matched to each of thes,e. The difference group

had adequate vocabulary scores (see Table 1) but low reading comprehen-

sion scores, The deficit group had low scores on the vocabulary test and

lnw reading comprehension Scores. There were four conditions or modes

in which the se'cctions were presented. All subjects read a selection in a

regular sent.nice mode, rneaningful phrase mode (e.g., the cow jumped/

over the ino9n), a fragmented phrase mode (e.g., the cow/jumped over the/

inoon ). and a singl. .vord :node in which the subject controlled the appear-

ance C.!. the words. ;.lie dependent variable of interest here was subjects'

scores on comprehsion questions that followed each selection.

ResnIts indicated that across modes the poor comprehenders answered
fewer questions correctly than the good comprehenders. However, the dif-

ference group of poor comprehenders performed as well on the comprehen-
sion questions as did their control group under the meaningful phrase mode.
Furthermore, unlike their control group who was disrupted in the single
word and fragmented conditions, the ffifference g r oup ' comprehension

scores did not differ in the regular :,entence, single word, and fra.tmented

phrase mode. These results suggest that the difference group ordinarily

reads word by word (hence, no effect in the disruptive conditions) and that

22
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imposing phrase-like organization on text for them facilitates their com-

prehension.

The deficit group, however, was not facilitated in the meaningful
phrase mode. Cromer argues that their problem is more than just text

organization. Surprisingly, the deficit group did best in the single word

mode. It may be that this mode forces them to read every word--including
the "hard" ones--which they might ordinarily skip because of inadequate

vocabulary (and/or decoding) skills. Thus, according to Cromer's model,

it may indeed be possible to distinguish between two types of poor cornpre-
henders (difference and deficit), although the etiology of these respective
disturbances remains unclear (e.g.. see the discussion of the difference
and deficit groups in the above section on decoding).

The fact that neither of the control groups increased their compre-
hension in the meaningful phrase mode suggests that they ordinarily organ-

ize text into phrase-like units. Furthermore, the controls for the deficit
roup, who had high comprehension plus high vocabulary scores on standard-

ized tests, did better in all modes than the controls for He difference group,
who had high comprehension and averag vocabulary scores. The controls

for the deficit group were not even appreciably disrupted by having selec-
tions presented in the single word and fragrnented phrase conditions.

Apparently, the good comprehender organizes text into units at least

as large af; the phrase. Whether the extraction of meaning from larger

segments of text frees the individual to pay relatively less attention to word
detail or whether rapid dcoding frees the individual to extract meaning
from larger segments ot' text is unclear.

Steiner et al. (1971) argued that poor comprehenders may not have

a decoding problem per se, but rather a problem in the use of contextual

cues which ca:. free a reader from word-by-word reading. To test this

hypothesis, fifth-grade poor comprehenders were given "supplementary
contextual information" in the form of an advance aural summary to

2 6
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facilitate their use of interword relationships. The control group of good

comprehenders was not expected to reduce their identification error rates.
Each subject read a story aloud under four condition,: single word and
paragraph modes with no supplementary information and single word and

paragraph modes with supplementary information.

The opposite of the predicted results were obtaine(i. ood . on:pre-

:lenders made significantly n.ore errors with supplementary contextual

inforniation than v.ithout. Pour comprehenders' high error rate remained

unchanged with supplementary information. Apparently, good comprehen-

ders used the supplenatntary information to pay less attention to word detail,
and poor comprehenciers continued to experience decoding difficulty.

The single word mode reveals how pod comprehenders impose struc-

mre and oritanittation or. incoming test. Steiner vt al. ( 1,t71 I noted that

suhieci:, made anticipation errors as they cranked the drum. In fact,

many of these subjects identified whole phrases before they could view all

the words in contr.-Ast, poor comprehenders seemed to be -identifying

words a- if the v.ord r were unrelated items unaffected by syntactical or
context :al relations !Steiner et al.. p. I. This reading style

is si:nilar to b,- Clay and lmlach (1071) described above fur

poor cornprehenders. Unfortunately, Steiner et al. did nut assess compre-

hension 0f the passages. So It iti not possible to determine what effect de-

Loding errors and adYance surnmortcr, iiad an reading comprehension.

In sum, tht,' preredinit studies characteri/e the poor cornprehender

,or..-erned with decoding each -d and failing to ut illic the interword

rela,tonsi.ips that could speed up the decoding process and pei-rhit more

efficient text saniplin,tt. Fhe .;ood comprehender, Lowever, appears to

scar, fur meaning. orttani.,:v..., text into at least phrase-stze units and

samplin:2: fron, ,7'ner areas at the same tir However, these charac-

teri7a:ions are to -,ortie caricature, empbasii.ing what ti-c-iy be

pred ,tranah. pattern,. poor omprehenders were not 4aining some



meaning from text, the following results would be unexplainable: (a) 9070

of the uncorrected reading errors made by both skill groups conformed to
the meaning of text (Weber, 1970): and (b) poor comprehenders made more
decoding errors or. emotional than on neutral passages (Cromer & Weiner,

1966). In general. however, the literature seems to support these charac-

terizations.

Comparing Aural and Reading Comprehension

The second issue the Weiner and Cromer research group raised--that
of a general comprehension deficit in poor comprehenderswas addressed
by comparing fifth-grade good and poor comprehenders on aural compre-

hension (Oakan et al., 1971). Subjects were given four types of text presen-

tations, half auditory and half visual, and subsequent comprehension ques-

tions. .er auditory presentation, subjects heard two stories, one read

by a good and one by a poor oral reader. The visually presented stories

were transcriptions of the good and poor readers' oral renditions of the

stories. poor comprehenders received identification training on the

words in the stories. Results indicated that the groups did equally well

with good auditory input. However, the comprehenders' scores cf:d

not dechne with the poor auditory input, whereas the poor comprehenders'

scores did. Cakan e: al. conclude from these findings that poor compre-

henders do no: suffer from any general comprehension deficit.

Research by Matz and Rohwer (Note 2) seems to support the notion
that poor comprehenders do not suffer from a general comprehension defi-

cit. When picn.:res accor::parzied an auditory version of a story, good and

poor fourth-4rade comprehenders performed similarly on comprehension
questions. Thee same poor comprehenders did significantly worse on the
text comprehension ,.A.-hen !he heard the stories without the pictures.

On !'ne .,1,0 stories, Cakan t al. (1c..'71) found that the poor corn-

prehe:Aer, did poorly with both types of input. Thi imila r to Cromer's
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(1970) finding that the difference group was not disturbed by a fragmented
phrase condition. Interestingly, good cornprehenders did better under
good visual input than under good auditory input. Perhaps good compre-
henders know when to go back over words or meanings they missed at
their first run-through, an option not available when the stories are pre-
sented aurally. Perhaps an additional difference between these groups is
that good cornprehenders are sensitive to when comprehension has or ha;
not occurred. Li poor comprehenders are less aware of what it means to
comprehend text, then perhaps they will be less capable nf altering their
reading style to suit task demands.

The Flexibility of Beading Comorehen an Strate,,ies

A study by Anderson (1937) describes the flexibility which good and

poor cornprehenders display on different reading tasks. Based on the eye-
movement records of university freshmen who were good and poor compre-
henders. Anderson reported that:

Mc eye movements of both groups (good and poor comprehen-
ders) are irifl':<nced similarly as the difficulty of text increases,
t.g., the ey,-.! movements approach a pattern common in imma-
t :re stages of rading development. in adjusting to increasingly
difficult reading material, good readers modify their eye move-
ments over a more flexible range than do poor readers, and the

.eatest modificatior. occurs in the measures most highly corre-
lated with reading ability, i.e., mean size of fixation, mean
regressions per line, and mean rate of reading, Poor readers
do not show this selective mode of variation. (p. 11)

Good and poor comprehenders' eye-movement patterns contrasted
again when they read three passages, controlled for difficulty, under dif-
ferent directions. On one passage, subjects were instructed to get the
general idea; on a second, to get a moderate knowledge of the text; and on
a third, to obtain a detailed understanding. Poor comprehenders, evidently
engrossed in elementary reading problems, tended to read all materials in
about the same way. '.Vhen they tried to comply with instructions to ' read
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for the general idea, their eye movements became increasingly irregular.
The good cornprehenders, on the other hand, flexibly adapted to the differ-

ent instructions. When told to read for the general idea, they gave their
best performance, with few and short pauses and regular fixations. The

differential alteration in eye-movement patterns by good and poor compre-

henders following varying reading instructions empi-..isizes the dependence
of eye-movement behavior upon reading comprehension processes (Anderson,

1937: Levin e; Cohn, 19,8).

It used to be thought (e.g., Dearborn, 1906) that eye movements

governed reading comprehension. This peripheral definition of reading

comprehension often led researchers into eye-movement training to im-

prove comprehension. This approach only succeeded when the text was

preorganized for the reader into phrases (Robinson, 1933--a foreshadow-

ing of Cromer, 1970). Other remediation techniques that stress text
organization skills also seem to have some success in improving reading

comprehension.

Facilitating Text Organization

The notion that the poor comprehender fails to utilize interword
redundancies and reads word by word is supported by studies in which
poor comprehenders make errors in supplying missing words on cloze
tests (Cromer Weiner, I96fD). For example, there would be a variety
of "correct" answers for the blank in "my parents are not home as they
went after dinner t::at would conform to the meaning and syntax

of the context. Fifth-.:racie poor comprehenders made far fewer correct
in,-:ertions than 2,00d comprehenders. To the extent that the insertions
required in a elo:'.e task are not confounded with conceptual knowledge or
with poor deco,:in2 skills. poor comorehenders may not often be process-

ing the mear.m...: of :he sentencc,
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l':ennedy and Weener (1°731 trained third-grade poor comprehenders

on two types of cloze tasks to improve reading and listening comprehen-

sion. Since performance on cloze tasks is correlated with reading com-

prehension scores, these au:hors reasoned that training on cloze tasks

might affect compre'nension. in order for sentences to be properly com-

pleted in a cloze task, t'ne subj,...ct rnust work with units larger than the

single word and make use of semantic and syntactic information.

Half the subiec:s received auditory cloze training with a bell rung

in the place of the deleted word and half received visual cloze training:

each treatment had a control group. After training sessions summing to

1 2/3 hours, all subjects received a ariety of posttests: the D,.:rrell

reading and listening tests and visual and listening cloze tasks.

Results indicated that children trained on the visual cloze task did

significantly better on the Durrell Reading Comprehension posttest than

the two control groups and the group trained on the auditory cloze. As

predicted, children trained on the listening cloze did best on the Durrell

Listenin4 Comprehension Test and improved some, but not significantly,

on the reading comprehension posttest. Thus, training on a visual eloze

task--,ven for only 1 213 hoursmay facilitate poor comprehenders'
extraction of meaning from text. Measurable improvement on a standard-

ized test is impressive evidence that something important and transfer-

able was being learned. Perhaps poor comprehenders had begun to use

contextual cues to help then: decode and were moving away from excessive

attention to word detail. :he inclusion of eye-movernent photography

could validate this a,;sertion, 1 Apparently, poor comprehenders can be

trained to utilize contextual cues to gain meaning from text.

Nonverbal Strategies of Text Organization

Up to now, patterns of textual organization have been reviewed that

re17,- primarily or ierbal skills such as the ability to parse the surface
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surface of a senterue into phrase-like units. Nonverbal strategics of text

organization. such as the use of mental imagery, may also be used differ-

entially by the good and poor comprehender.

Research using paired-associate learning tasks has shown that in-
structing subjects to produce mental images of the interactions between
two nouns to be remembered greatly facilitates recall of those nouns (Bower

1(72: Paivio, 1(4711. The evidence on imagery facilitation of text organi:' -

tion and reading comprehension is just beginning to be amassed. The evi-

dence that does exist sug4ests that comprehension can be improved by
instructing subjects (at lea,it high school and above to have mental images

as they read (Anderson r. Hidde. 1,,71: Anderson Kulhavy, 1972: Lesgold,

Curtis, De iiciod, (;olinkoff, McCormick, k Shimiron, 1q74). However, it

is not clear whether the facflitative effects of imagery instructions are in
fact due to Yisual imagery or to some combination of visual and verbal fac-

tors.

Levin (1°711 has argued that good comprehenders ordinarily produce

mental imagery during text reading. To support this assertion he cited the
work of Matz and Rohwer (Note 2). who showed that poor comprehenders do

not suffer from a gen,:ral comprehension deficit since they could compre-

hend stories as well as good ompreht:nders when pictures illustrating the

story were provided. reacitn4 comprehension problems may be due

at least partly to a failur to spont,-ineously employ mental imagery or other
forms of t ra.ni.:.at inn related to imagery. Whereas Matz and Rohwer

provided e pictures for hvir subiects, Levin (1073) attempted to induce
poor comprehenders to provide. their own 'pictures' through the use of
r.r.rital imagery.. l!is study also tested the difference model of poor corn-
prehension iCromer, I 071.;: r. Cromer, l'4,7). If difference readers

lack mostly :ex: organization strategies, while deficit readers lack vocabu-

lary and!c,r thon di:ference r,ad...r. should
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profit Iran: beag instructed to use a text organizational device such as

image ry.

fourth-grade 2roup of good comprehenders and two groups of

poor comprehentiers (difference and deficit) were given three treatments:

(a) stories to read with no special instructions: (b) the sante stories with

instructions to think of a picture in their mind's eye of the contents of

each sentence as they read the passage: and (c) just the pictures that cor-

responded to each sentence of the passage. All subjects were told that

they would have to answer comprehension ques. ors.

The important finding of this study was that the difference group

answered an additional LI(:.j. of the questions correctly under imagery
instructions while :he deficit group showed no such gains. Good compre-

henders scores also significantly rose under imagery instructions. The

other experimental conditionjust seeing pictures of the textshowed no

gains for any group, probably because an auditory version of the text was

not available at the same time. 'Mitts, I evin's data extended the difference-

deficit distinctio.: I rv in experinwnter-provicied text organiration (the mean-

ingful phrase groupin2...-; condition of Cromer. Irr7(1) to subject-generated

text or:.;anization. v in (I,73) wrote, "by inducing the difference poor

readers to attend to semantic characteristics and relationships (i.e., by

haying there visualize the thematic content of the passage), their reading
comprehension improved drastically- (p. 23).

While I.erin's results indicated that imagery instructions helped the
difference group, Lesgold ot al. (l0741, using a similar population, did
not find imagery facilitation with average and above average third- and

fourth-grade readers. This may be due to the fact that Lesgold et al.
presented subjects wi.h the whole passage and not a sentence at a time

the way Lorin had, Co%.1,1 cieldren who were poor eomprehenders be

!at:ght ,:54e trragerv for a whole nassaJe at a time' Since any

sort of self-generated organizational strategy 1-ucli as irnageryl has 1110 re

,)
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potential utility than experimenter-produced organizations (such as phrase

groupings), it was important to answer this question.

I.,sgold. McCormick, and Golinkoff (1975) attempted to train third
and fourth graders, who were mostly below grade level in reading, to
utilize mental imagery as they read text. The basic medium of instruction

was a task in which the children read short passages and then drew comic

strip cartoons with stick figures to illustrate the events in the passage.
Throughout the training procedure, which lasted about a month, various

new criteria were introduced for these cartoons, so that by the end of the

training period, children knew that an adequate cartoon was one in which

every picturable fact was presented. This procedure was assumed to be

training children to hold more complete imaginal representations in mind

and to attend to detail. Standardized reading tests and paraphrase recall

tests were used for pre- and posttest training assessment in the experi-

mental and control group. The control group read more stories than the
experimental group and answered comprehension questions insteat: of

drawing cartoons.

The results indicated that the experimental group had indeed profited

from the training. However, this gain was only revealed under a para-

phrase recall posttest that instructed subjects to use visual imagery.
Without explicit imagery instructions, the experimental group did not
recall significantly more than the control group. Apparently, these chil-

dren had learned !c, use imaginal mediators to facilitate text comprehen-

sion and arse learning. llov:ever, what nave 11 (I Q70) and his colleagues

have termed the "production deficiency, that is, the inability to apply

existing skills, may have been operating since poor comprehenders did
not spontaneously call up their newly learned skills.

The poor comprehenders' training had no effect on their scores on

the standardized reading test, whether it was administered with or without
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imagery instructions. Thus, the organizational strategy subjects learned
durin; 'raining did not readily transfer to a virtually identical situation,
that i :eading a passage without imagery instructions.

E:-%-idence reviewed in the latter half of this section on text organi-

zation leads to several tentative conc1.usions. First, and perhaps most
important, is the evidence that pertains tu the question of whether poor
cornprehenders possess a gneral comprehension deficit. Two prelimi-
nary studies (Cakan et al. , Matz Rohwer, Note 2) suggest that
the answer to that question is no: inadequate reading comprehension need

not imply inadequate aural comprehension. Second, although the unit of
reading may e task dependent for the good comprehender, poor compre-
henders seem less capable of altering the si7e of that unit under different
task demands 'Anderson, 1'437). Whethe,- this is due to inadequate decod-
in skills or tc a lack of insight into self-monitored comprehension proc-
esres is not clear. Third, reading comprehension can be increased through

the mampulation of aspects of text (Crorner, 1970) or through train-
ing the reader in verbal and nonverbal strategies of text organization
(Kennedy &- 1973: Lesgold et al., 1974: Levin, 1'73). As Levin

(1973: has pointed out, in the long run, remediation techniques that stress
providing the reader with self-generated strategies will probably prove
most valuable. :7 may be that some combination of verbal and nonverbal
training is a b,_-;t bt.

Concluding Comments

What picture emerges of the difference(s) between good and poor
con)n:ehenders What issues should futl:re research in the area of read-
ing comprehension address"'
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Summary of the Characteristics of the Good and Poor
Comprehender and Implications for Research

The good cornorehender. The good comprehender seems to be capa-
ble of rapid and accurate word recognition (e.g., Golinkoff & Rosinski, in
pr es s ).

Given that the good comprehender seems to have automatized basic
decoding skills, perhaps in the sense Laberge and Samuels (1974) discuss,
what is the unit or units that the good comprehender reads in? The litera-
ture reviewed seems to suggest that at minimum the good comprehender
reads in phrase-like units (e.g., Cromer, 1970). However, material out-
side phrase, clause, or sentence boundaries may be incorporated during
the reading process (Rolers, 1971; Willows, 1974).

For good cornprehenders, the unit selected will probably be a func-
tion of task demands (Anderson, 1937: Anderson & Swanson, 1937; Levin

6: Cohn, 1068). Good comprehenders are adaptable and flexible in their
pattern of reading; they will vary their eye movements, shift the size of
their processing unit, and efficiently use supplementary contextual infor-
mation (Steiner et al., 1971). This description of the good comprehender
is similar to what Gibson and Levin (1975) have argued is one of the hall-
marks of skilled reading: the ability to process textual material in the
most economical way possible given the task at hand. According to

CAbson and Levin. the skilled comprehender does this in four ways:
First. she pays most attention to information or strategies of reading
relevant to her purpose, Second, the converse of the first, she ignores
information that ha.; no utility for the task. Third, she reads in the lar-
gest unit appropriate for the task, Fourth, she will process the least
amount of information compatible with the task. For example, given
advance organizers (Steiner et al., !971), good comprehenders ignore

word details and produce words that are incorrect although compatible
with the set they had been provided by the experimenter.
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Given that good cornprehenders are adaptable and flexible, it is not

clear what to attribute this to. It has been suggested that good compre-

henders possess some awareness of what good reading comprehension is

and when it has occurred. While little research on this issue has appeared,
three suggestive findings are worth noting. First, good cornprehenders
make fewer uncorrected oral reading errors that disturb the meaning of

text (Weber, 1970). Second, good comprehenders performed better under
good visual input than under good auditory, indicating that they may know

how to get the most from text teakan et al., 1971). Third, in an interview

study with twelfth-grade good and poor comprehenders, Smith (1967) re-
ported that only the good group claimed to change their reading styles to
adjust to the task of reading either for details or for the general impres-

sion. These findings are reminiscent of the findings from a line of research

initiated by Flavell (1970). An individual's awareness of a cognitive process

she possesses. such as memory, enables the individual to modify that
process to suit her goals. Although 7lavell's research is on children, the
ability to reflect on the reachng process by children and adults is a pro-

vocative analogue.

rn sum, the .;ond cornprehender seems to use a scan-for-meaning
pattern ,.vhich she ,:an apply flexibly to suit her purpose. The skilled corn-

prehender clearly treats reading as a process through which she can gain
information about events and relations in the world.

The Door comprehender. First of all, it is not clear that there is
only one type of poor cornprehender. Crorner (1970) and Weiner and Cromer

(1967i may be proven correct in their distinction between a deficit and a

difference type of poor comprehender. The deficit type may be the more

typical type in that she lacks vocabulary skills, possibly decoding skills,
some text organization skins, and may be identifiable from poor oral read-

ing. The difference type may experience difficulty mostly at the level of

text organization processes. Thus, some poor comprehenders may have
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inadequate language comprehension skills while others may lack skills--

such as text organization processes--that are peculiar to reading.

it ma y. be that both the difference and deficit types have inadequate

decoding skills. However, the difference group's decoding problems may

be masked when number of errors is the dependent variable (Cromer,

1070). Decoding rate seems capable of distinguishing between good and

poor comprehenders of both types. While rapid decoding may be a prob-

lem for the poor comprehender, an explanation of the nature of the prob-

lem or its effect on comprehension is anything but simple. A recent study

(Coomber Hogie, Note 3) has shown that poor comprehenders may be

more sensitive to spelling pattern violations than good comprehenders.

Thus, slow decoding rate may not be due to a failure to utilize intraword

information in the form of spelling patterns. Additional research is clearly

needed to uncover how, if at all, slow decoding rates may hamper text

organization skills or the extraction of single word meaning. Further-

more. future research will need to mirror the complexity of the decoding

process if it is to isolate sources of difficulty. For example, Perfetti

and Hogaboam's (l075) definition of "decoding" involves "code breaking"

plus the time it takes to begin saying the word aloud ("vocalization latency").

Thus, decoding may not be a unitary process, and poor comprehenders

may falter on only some aspects.

Apparently, poor comprehenders do nut experience difficulty in

obtaining the meanings of single printed words or logographs (Denner,

1070; Golinkoff Rosinski, in press). This was an important finding

since previous research on poor comprehension had not established that

poor comprehenders could extract meaning from single printed words--at

least short words of high frequency. This finding must be extended to

determine if slower decoding of familiar, but harder to decode words

interferes with the access of single word meaning. One possibility is

that if extended decoding necessitates attention to a word's phonological
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features, interference could occur in searching for the word's meaning
in semantic merA)ry.

Another area--aside from decoding--for which there is evidence
that good and poor comprehenders differ is on text organization. Text

organization was used in this paper to refer to the reader's ability to
read text ui units larger than the single word. Text organization proc-
esss may involve verbal and nonverbal processes and may result in
lar,,er or smaller units depending on the task.

Poor comprehenders seem to possess less ability than good com-
prehenders to organize text, regardless of whether the strategy examined
is verbal (Clay N Inlach. 1971) or nonverbal, as in imagery organizers
(Levin, 1973). There may be more than one cause of this problem, such
as poor decoding and/or lack of insight into the reading process, but the
present state of research does not permit us to distinguish among alterna-
tives. McConkie and Rayner (Note 4) have developed an eye-movement

controlled display system that may lend itself to charting text organiza-
tion processes. For example, it would be important to know on what
areas in text the good and poor comprehender fixate. Sorne of Buswell's
(1920) data suggest tliat, at least far the good cornprehende.rs, verbs may
be potent attention getters during reading. This is provocative in light of
recent assertions that the verb may be the "center" of meaning in the sen-
tence (Chafe, 1970). Detailed observations and analysis of on-line reading
behavior during the reading of normal or disrupted text may prove informa-
tive for defining text organization processes.

In sum, the poor comprehender seems to read text in a word-by-
word manner, with a minimum of text organization. She is also generally
inflexible to variations in task demands (Anderson, 1937) and seems to use
a minimum-sized unit. This will make the poor comprehender (at least
the deficit type) sound as though she were reading a g rocery list during
oral reading (Clay Imlach, 1971).
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Closing Observations

During the comprehension of text, several distinct components
have been identified--even if they do not occur sequentially--and were
offered as a framework to organize the data in this review. Decoding

(or word recognition processes), the access of single word meaning,
and the extraction of relations between words in sentences and in longer
stretches of text 1.s:ere suggested. The way in which these individual com-
ponents come together during reading comprehension, how one influences
the others, and how deficiencies in one affects the others are still not
known. In addition, the complexity of each of these three components
has been by and large bypassed in this paper, and each component could
be further redefined. WI,ile there are still many unresolved issues, on-
going research and theoretical developments in the area of the nature of
text (and discourse) (e.g. , Crothers, '972.; Dawes, 1966; Frederiksen,
1972). the role of presuppositions nr prior knowledge in comprehension
(e.g. , Bransford Johnson, 1972: Fredle Carroll, 1972), and what
it means to comprehend (e.g., Perfetti, in press) will eventually permit
us to understand reading comprehension processes and their disruption.
A promising methodological trend to observe on-line reading (Rayner,
1975) may provide useful observational data to verify theoretical or em-
pirical assertions.

Clearly, reading comprehension requires an active, attentive, and
selective reader who, to some extent, operates independently of text to
extract meaning from it. Inadequate reading comprehension seems to
imply being more a stave to the actual printed word and a failure to ex-
tract structure and organization from text. Hopefully, future work in

this area will specify the nature of the interaction between components
of the reading comprehension process, thereby providing a theoretical
and empirical base for remediation efforts.
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